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In Susan Moller Okin’s, Justice, Gender, and the Family, she makes a compelling 

argument about the harmful effects of gender binaries on justice. I will first layout Okin’s claims 

about how the use of gender roles lead to the oppression of women, and the solutions she 

provides. I will then reveal flaws within her argument due to her contradiction of providing a 

gender narrative for women, and why using the removal of gender is an insufficient solution 

because it will not remove the roles . Ultimately, I will argue that although Okin makes valid 

points about the injustice of gender roles, she overstates the gender issues and weakens her 

points when she creates a gender narrative her assumption that all women are suffering in their 

roles, and that people should abolish the use of gender is an outlandish claim that misses the 

point, which is that there should not be oppression of gender. She hypocritically creates a gender 

narrative by focusing on only negative aspects of gender, and thus comes to a outlandish claim to 

remove gender roles rather than. She focuses too much on the negative aspects of gender roles, 

which thus results in providing a gender narrative, and over asserts her claims that.  

Through exposing the various injustices envelopped in the division of labor between 

sexes, Okin concludes that gender is a harmful and hindering manifestation that should overtime 

be removed. When she first asserts her position on gender, she makes the claim that, “the new 

meaning of the word reflects the fact that so much of what has traditionally been thought of as 

sexual difference is now considered by many to be largely socially produced”(Okin, 6). Thus, 

her theory lies in the assumption that without the social construction of what gender is, there 

would be no underlying differences between the two. However, since it has become a social 

construct, it has placed roles and obligations upon each gender, which in turn tends to negatively 

impact women. As she unfolds her theory, she unpacks the different spheres in which injustice is 

present because of gender binaries. Institutions that convey this injustice include: marriage, 
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divorce, and the job market, among many others. Her main concern however, is that because of 

these roles, families end up being raised with injust perceptions of justice. Thus, this translates to 

the law making process and other aspects of society. As a result, she suggests beginning to have 

conversations about gender, making gender a necessity in school discussion, and ____. This is all 

to work towards her main solution which consists of the idea that in order to keep intact with 

democratic ideals, “moving away from gender is essential”, and that the, “social differentiation 

between the sexes vanish”(Okin, 172). If this is set as the long term goal, the steps necesary to 

reach this are deliberation and advancements in gender balblabla.  

Although Okin makes good points, she weakens her argument by providing outlandish 

and outdated claims about women that lead her to an insuffieicent solution of because they fail to 

address the problem.  

Okin’s argument is essentially ineffective because it creates a gender narrative that 

oversimplifies the issue of gender discrimination without acknoladging actual differences in 

gender, and thus comes to an ineffective conclusion. While there are aspects of social 

stratification that cause women to be placed in certain roles, Okin’s claim that gender is simply 

the result of, “the deeply entrenched institutionalization of sexual difference”(Okin, 6), is overly 

simplistic. Throughout the various points Okin makes, she seems to neglect the fact that some 

women identify “Some feminists have been criticized for developing theories of gender that 

Okin’s arrival at the solution of gender removal is inadequate because it is based on 

outlandish claims that create a gender narrative, and does not address or solve the root of the 

problem. Despite Okin’s original dissproval of providing a gender narrative for women,  
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Okin’s outlandish claims that create a gender narrative about women lead to an 

insufficient solution to remove gender because it fails to solve the root of the problem, which is 

oppression. While Okin originally makes a point that  

Okin weakens her argument by hyperfocusing on the negativities of gender roles, instead 

of critiquing the systems of oppression.  

Okin weakens her argument by overstating claims about the negative outcome of gender 

roles on women, which contradicts her earlier abstention of using gender narrat 

Okin weakens her argument by overstating claims about the negative outcome of gender 

roles on women, and thus creates a gender narrat 

Although Okin makes valid points about gender discrimination, she contradicts herself by 

overstating the negative experience of women, and providing a gender narrative for all women. 

As a result, her conclusion is ineffective because it ignores  

By overstating the negative experience of women and creating a gender narrative, she 

comes to an inadequate solution of removing gender from being used.  

Okin focuses too much on abolishing gender, instead of abolishing sexism. Instead of 

critiquing women who work at home, she should be analyzing why women are struggling to find 

jobs that supprot their maternity leave. It is common for women to want a family and take time 

away from work. The injust part of this is that women are not gaurenteed spots back.  

 
 


